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OVERVIEW This chapter gives an overview of new features that have been added to TRAX since the TRAX 3 handbook was printed.



SMARTPAX QC



This version of TRAX fully supports the new SMARTPAX QC control unit, and its simplified user interface. Please refer to Chapter 7 beginning on page 124 for full details.



Built-in Devices



TRAX takes full advantage of the media capabilities built into your MacOS computer including: • Sound playback from the built-in CD-ROM drive (page 18). • Sound playback from the hard disk (page 21). • Use of the computer monitor as a control panel, with capabilities similar to the TOUCHLINK touch panel (page 23).



Revised Cues



The Locate, Set/Fade and Trigger cues have been enhanced. Besides new features, they also support the use of named expressions. Please see the description of these cues beginning on page 29.



Scripting



The new scripting capabilities provide control of TRAX itself, as well as the presentation devices it commands, from other programs and computers. Through scripting, you can control many functions in more or less the same way as using the mouse and keyboard or by executing cues or timelines.



Chapter 1: Overview
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Scripting commands consist of short sentences sent to TRAX from another program, called the client. The client can run on the same computer as TRAX or on another computer. It communicates with TRAX either using messages sent directly between the programs, over a computer network, or via a serial port. TRAX has a small but powerful vocabulary, proving commands to manipulate devices, cues, timelines and even TRAX itself (eg, to load a new show file). Commands are also provided to query TRAX for information. This allows you to determine, for example, if a timeline is running, or to query the current level of a slider or other device. Please refer to Chapter 5 beginning on page 33 in this addendum for a complete description of the scripting features.



Named Expressions



A named expression is a power-user feature that provides increased flexibility and modularity. It can be used to • Create a numeric keypad for user entry of values, for example to locate chapters on a laserdisc or to enter the starting time of a presentation. • Link a single slider or analog input to multiple outputs, for example to fade multiple lighting channels from a single input. • Add the equivalent of program variables to cues and tasks. • Provide named constants and sub-expressions, making the program easier to maintain. Please refer to Chapter 6 beginning on page 114 in this addendum for a complete description of named expressions.
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Tasks



Two new priority levels and a new starting condition variant have been added to the tasks in the Task window.



None



The “None” priority level is lower than “Low”. Its primary advantage is that it doesn’t claim ownership of devices, thereby avoiding device ownership conflicts. This is particularly useful for handling events that must access the same device. The example above shows two tasks increasing and decreasing the same visitor counter when triggered by entrance and exit door sensors. The “None” priority level can only be used for single-cue tasks, not for timelines. This priority level is equivalent to the priority of panel buttons.



Override



The “Override” priority level is higher than “High”. Furthermore, a task set to “Override” will always be granted access to all devices it needs, regardless of the priority of their current owner. As this, in effect, bypasses the priority mechanism, use it only when absolutely necessary. In most cases, conflicts should be avoided or handled in other, more intelligent, ways. The “Override” priority level can be used both with single-cue tasks and timelines. Chapter 1: Overview
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New Condition Variant: Changes



A new starting condition variant has been added, named “Changes”. If this is selected, the task is started when the value of the expression changes.



This variant is particularly useful in conjunction with the new named expressions, and the way these can be used in lieu of values in cues. See the example under “Fading Multiple Devices” on page 120. ◆ NOTE: When the task list is started, the initial value of all expressions is considered to be zero. Thus, any initial value that’s different from zero will be considered as “changed”, and will cause the task to be started.



Timeline



Some new features have been added to timeline windows: • Pressing the Shift key while selecting “Select to End” on the Edit menu selects all cues ahead on the current track only. ✈ SHORTCUT: Press Shift-Command-E. • The spacebar and arrow keys can be used in a timeline window without causing the task list to stop (ie, TRAX remains in run mode). This is useful in mixed canned/speaker support presentations, where you may want to control the pace of one timeline manually while other timelines continue to run in the background.
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• A checkbox specifies if the timeline should be stopped and reset automatically when the Task list is started. This checkbox is selected by default. Unchecking this checkbox also allows you to restart a stopped timeline from its current position using a Control cue.



Press the equal sign key while in a timeline window to open the Timeline Settings dialog box and jump straight to this field. Uncheck this checkbox to make the timeline stay put when starting the task list (eg, by pressing CommandSpacebar).



• Pressing the equal sign “=” brings up the Timeline Settings dialog box with the “Go To” field selected. (This is similar to pressing the “+” or “–” keys, except that it allows you to jump to a time position on the timeline in an absolute rather than relative way.) • Pressing Option-Tab jumps to the point ahead on a timeline where currently selected devices will become ready. This can be used with devices that can play to frame (ie, laserdiscs), as well as slide projectors (ie, to find the calculated end of the tray cycle). If certain devices are selected then the com-
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mand will apply to those. If no particular devices are selected then all devices owned by the timeline will be considered. You can also press Command-Option-Tab to move selected cues to the ready-point.



Expression Menu



A new Expression menu replaces the old Symbol menu. The Symbol menu now appears as a sub-menu on the Expression menu.



Symbols now on sub-menu.



The bottom of the Expression menu contains the names of all expressions defined in the Expression window. This allows you to enter these names into cues or other expressions.



Sorts the expression names below.



✈ SHORTCUT: As an alternative to choosing an expression name from the menu, you can type it using the keyboard.



Names of expressions in the Expression window.



The Expression menu will become active while inside a field in a cue that supports named expressions, such as the “Scale Factor” field of the Set/Fade cue. See “Named Expressions” on page 114 for more details on how to use expressions. The list of expressions at the bottom of the menu can be sorted as they appear in the Expression window or alphabetically. To sort them alphabetically, select “Alphabetical” on the Expression menu. This changes the order on the menu only, and doesn’t affect the Expression window. ✈ SHORTCUT: The “New…” command on the Expression menu provides a keyboard shortcut for creating new expressions in the Expression window.
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Miscellaneous



• Numeric values in dialog boxes can be nudged by holding down the Command key while pressing the arrow keys. Holding down the Shift key as well nudges the value in larger steps. • Pressing the Command-Left and Command-Right arrow keys in fields that provide frame-step buttons (such as in the status window for a video disc player, or the time fields in a Locate cue) is equivalent to clicking those buttons. • The arrow keys can be used to select objects in Device and Panel windows. • A system run-mode indicator has been added, providing the same information as the play symbol in the lower left corner of the Task window. This indicator appears in the menu bar while running the Task window. This is particularly helpful when the Task window is hidden. ✈ SHORTCUT: Press Command-Spacebar to start running the Task window. This works even if the Task window is hidden. • The demonstration and full versions of TRAX have been integrated. The program can now be used in demonstration mode until a valid serial number is entered, which then transforms it into the full version. The separate demonstration and runtime versions of TRAX have been discontinued. ▼ IMPORTANT: TRAX is not public domain, freeware or shareware. You must obtain a personal serial number in order to use TRAX, except in its demo mode. You may not distribute or give away a copy of TRAX with a serial number. The serial number can be obtained free of charge by faxing or mailing the registration form (displayed when you start the demo version of TRAX). Alternatively, you can register online at www.dataton.com under the “Free Software” heading.
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PowerPC Native



TRAX is now PowerPC native, meaning that it takes full advantage of the PowerPC processor used in newer MacOS computers. This results in a six-fold speed increase of processor-bound functions, such as screen redraws, devices status calculations and scanning of the Task list. The TRAX application file contains both PowerPC and 68xxx code, allowing it to run on any MacOS computer regardless of processor type.



System Requirements



68xxx computers. System 7.1 and 4 MB RAM for basic functionality. 7.6.1 or later and 8 MB RAM recommended (required for some functions). PowerPC computers. System 7.5.5 and 8 MB RAM for basic functionality. 7.6.1 or later and 16 MB RAM recommended (required for some functions).



MacOS 8 Compatibility
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To maintain the consistency of the user interface in TRAX, you should turn off the “System-wide platinum appearance” checkbox in the Appearance control panel (found under “Control Panels” on the Apple menu).



2 Device Window
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DEVICES This chapter describes new features added to devices, such as enhanced port assignment and support for audio playback from the internal CD-ROM or hard disk. A background picture can be pasted into the Device window. Create the picture using a drawing or painting program (eg, ClarisWorks). Copy it, and paste it into the Device window. To cut or copy the picture from the Device window, first make sure that no devices are selected.



A picture, created in Claris Works, has been pasted into the Device window as a background.



Arrow Key Selection



You can use the arrow keys to select devices in the device window, in a way similar to the MacOS Finder. The same applies to items in panel windows. Chapter 2: Devices
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Port Assignment



A new method of assigning ports to devices has been added to support the SMARTPAX QC control unit model. SMARTPAX QC uses a simplified method where a single, rotary selector on the front panel selects a unit ID in the range 1 through 15 (see the illustration on page 125). In addition to this unit number, each of the four control ports is designated by a letter A through D (see page 129). SMARTPAX and PAX continue to use numeric addresses (10 through 77) to designate each output port.



SMARTPAX QC



When using SMARTPAX QC, state the unit ID followed by the port letter to specify the output port in the device configuration dialog box.



Device configuration dialog box. First specify the type of device… …then enter the port assignment in the appropriate format…
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…or click this button to set the port assignment interactively.



As an alternative to typing the port assignment, you can click the “Choose” button to bring up a secondary dialog box, allowing you to specify the same information interactively.



Choose Port dialog box. Select type of control unit. Specify SMARTPAX QC ID and Port. Choose “Auto” and TRAX will assign an address to the SMARTPAX QC. See “Specifying a SMARTPAX QC Address Manually” on page 16 regarding “Manual”.



Applies only if you’ve selected “Both” serial ports in the Preferences dialog box. Specify address (applies only if “Manual” is selected). Sub-addresses are used for some types of devices (see page 118 in the TRAX 3 handbook).



First choose the kind of control unit being used from the “Control Unit Model” pop-up menu. The choices available depend on the type of device being controlled, as specified on the Type pop-up menu in the device configuration dialog box. For example, the PAX control unit model is only available for Projector and Switch devices. If you choose PAX or SMARTPAX you must choose an address on the “Manual” pop-up menu. Addresses already in use are indicated by a dash on the pop-up menu. If you have activated “Gangs” in the Preferences dialog box, the maximum address available will be lower than 77 depending on the number of gangs activated.
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If you choose SMARTPAX QC on the Control Unit Model pop-up menu, the Unit ID and Port pop-up menus become available. Choose the unit ID corresponding to the setting of the ID selector on the front panel of the SMARTPAX QC. Choose the port, A through D, to which the device is connected (see picture on page 129). Unit IDs and ports already in use are indicated by dashes on the pop-up menus. In most cases you can leave “Address” set to “Auto”, allowing TRAX to allocate an address to the port automatically. When you have finished configuring all devices, you must update the system using the “Download” button in the “Device Support” window. ▼ IMPORTANT: You must update the system even if you only make a small change to the configuration, such as altering a unit ID number or address. Specifying a SMARTPAX QC Address Manually



In some cases you may need to specify the address manually even when using SMARTPAX QC. This applies, for example, if you want to run a show from a control track on tape. In this case, it is important that the system is configured with the same physical addresses that were in use when the tape was recorded. These addresses are typically indicated on the slide projector trays or other documentation accompanying the show. To run such a presentation using SMARTPAX QC, choose “Manual” and specify both the ID/Port and the 10 through 77 address number for each device used in the show. You must then update the system configuration using the “Download” button in the “Device Support” window.
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Device Standby



The Disable Device command on the Object menu also allows you to put selected devices on standby. By holding down the Shift key when selecting this command (or clicking the Disable checkbox in the device’s status window), the device will be set to standby as part of being disabled. Standby behavior varies according to the device:



Device



Standby behavior



Slide Projector



Turn off the projector lamp



Tape



Stop playback



Audio Disc



Stop playback



Video Visc



Stop playback



Lamp



Turn off the lamp



Level



Set the level to zero



Others



No effect



The Disable and Enable Device commands have keyboard shortcuts (“/” and “*” respectively, available in the numeric area of most keyboards). Thus, you can set a device to standby and disable it by selecting it in the Device window and pressing Shift-Command-/. ◆ NOTE: Do not confuse this standby feature with any standby capabilities built into particular device models. Such standby capabilities are not activated by this command. In most cases, device-specific standby features can be controlled using a Trigger cue.
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Internal CD-ROM Audio Playback



You can play audio CDs using the CD-ROM player built into most desktop MacOS computers. To use this feature, add an Audio Disc device to the Device window, and choose “Apple:Internal CD-ROM” on the Type pop-up menu.



You program the internal CD in the same way as an external device connected through a SMARTPAX; using a Locate cue to position the CD, a Trigger cue to Play it, etc. Positioning Options



Choose “Position by: Time” for best positioning accuracy. In this mode, the disk will be positioned automatically during editing when controlled from a timeline. It is also possible to synchronize a timeline to the CD using a Control cue (see “Synchronizing to an Intelligent Device”, page 222, TRAX 3 handbook). Choose “Position by: Song Number” if you want to be able to access songs numerically, for example from a TOUCHLINK panel. This, however, does not provide accurate tracking within songs when controlled from a timeline.
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Volume Control



You can control the volume of the CD using a fader on a panel or a Level cue on a timeline. By specifying a rate in the Level cue, you can fade the volume gradually, or make cross-fades between audio from the CD and the hard disk.



System Requirements



You can only control a single CD-ROM device in this way. The computer must have the following capabilities and features: • A built-in Apple CD-ROM drive and the following support files in your Extensions folder (located in the System folder): Apple CD-ROM version 5.1.7 or later, Foreign File Access 5.1 or later, Audio CD Access 5.1 or later. • System 7.6.1 or later. • The computer’s hardware must support “Asynchronous SCSI”. This is supported by all 68040 and PowerPC based desktop models. • You must have updated the drivers on your computer’s hard disk(s), as prompted during the installation/updating procedure.



Upgrading the Driver on the Hard Disk



All hard disks connected to your computer have driver software embedded. This driver software is automatically loaded by the operating system when you boot your computer or mount the disk. When using the built-in CD or hard disk audio playback features of TRAX, it is important that all hard disks connected to your computer are updated with drivers compatible with “Asynchronous SCSI” (also known as “SCSI Manager 4.3”). ▼ IMPORTANT: It is imperative that you follow these steps to update the drivers for all hard disk and CD-ROM drives connected to your computer in order to be compatible with “Asynchronous SCSI”/“SCSI Manager 4.3”. Not doing so will result in system crashes when playing audio from the hard disk or the CD-ROM. Chapter 2: Devices
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If you use original Apple hard disk(s) only, then the drivers on those disks are updated automatically as part of the system installation/upgrading procedure. This is step two of the installation procedure for System 7.6.1, as shown below.



Click this button to update your hard disk driver.



If you use external hard disks (including Syquests, ZIP Drives, etc), those must be updated as well. For all non-Apple disk drives, you must contact the driver manufacturer for details on how to update the driver. This applies even if they are not actively used to play back audio. External CD-ROM drives usually don’t store the driver on the medium. Instead, the driver is installed by a system extension. If you have an external, non Apple CD-ROM drive connected to your computer, this may need to be updated too. 20
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Hard Disk Audio Playback



You can play back audio from the computer’s hard disk. All modern desktop models have very good audio playback capabilities, usually providing full CDquality audio. To use this feature, add an Audio Disc device to the Device window, and choose “Apple:Sound File” on the Type pop-up menu.



Type the name of the sound file.



The sound file must be of type AIFF (a standard audio file format supported by all major sound editing applications). Store the sound file (or an alias) in the same folder as the show file. Type the name of the sound file, or its alias, into the “Name” field in the device’s configuration dialog box. Although you can not programmatically change the name of the sound file associated with an audio disc device, you can have multiple audio disc devices, each associated with its own file. By starting and stopping these devices, you can access their individual sound files. This even allows you to
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play several sound files simultaneously (depending on computer hardware capabilities). You program the hard disk audio in the same way as an external device connected through a SMARTPAX, using a Locate cue to position the sound, a Trigger cue to Play it, etc. Volume Control



You can control the volume of the sound file using a fader on a panel or a Level cue on a timeline. By specifying a rate in the Level cue, you can fade the volume gradually, or make cross-fades between audio from the hard disk and the built-in CD-ROM player.



System Requirements



In order to play audio files from the hard disk, the computer must have the following capabilities and features: • System 7.6.1 or later. • The computer hardware must support “Asynchronous SCSI”. This is supported by all 68040 and PowerPC desktop models. • You must have updated the drivers on your computer’s hard disk(s), as prompted during the installation procedure (see page 19). ▼ IMPORTANT: You must update the drivers of all hard disks and CD-ROM drives attached to your computer, as described under “Upgrading the Driver on the Hard Disk” on page 19. If you don’t, you will suffer system crashes when playing audio from the hard disk or the CD-ROM.
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PANEL DESIGN The Panel device has been enhanced to allow the computer’s monitor to be used as a panel. The Button and Display items have also been enhanced. To use your computer’s monitor as a panel device, choose “Apple:Monitor” on the Type pop-up menu in the panel’s configuration dialog box.



Choose “Apple:Monitor”.



Specify the target monitor’s size.



Monitor Size



Specify the size of the target monitor using the “Size” pop-up menu, or by typing the dimensions into the fields. This allows you to design the panel for another monitor size than the current one, if desired. Scrollbars will appear in the panel’s status window in order to manage larger panel sizes.
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You can change the size of a panel afterwards, if desired. However, you must manually re-arrange the items on the panel’s pages to fit the new size. ◆ NOTE: When running the panel on the monitor by pressing CommandSpacebar, the panel will always zoom out to cover the entire monitor. The size set in the configuration dialog box is only a design aid, causing the outline for the specified size to be indicated while editing the panel. Password Protection



When using the panel in its full screen mode, you can choose to protect the system using a password. This uses the password specified in the “Security Options” dialog box (see page 113 in the TRAX 3 handbook). When activated, a dialog box will appear when you attempt to use the keyboard while the panel is in its full screen mode. This dialog box allows you to stop the system by entering the correct password. The password dialog box disappears automatically after a few seconds.



Using a Touch Overlay



Hand Cursor:
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By attaching a touch overlay to the monitor, you can use it as a touch panel. Such touch overlays typically emulate the computer’s mouse, and connect to the computer through its mouse (ADB) port or through a serial port. When using a touch overlay, you may prefer to hide the hand cursor normally shown when operating a panel. This is accomplished by selecting the “Hide Cursor” checkbox.



Adding Pictures



When you paste a picture onto a monitor panel, it will be rendered using 256 colors instead of the 8 colors available to TOUCHLINK panels. This results in better color fidelity.



Using the Monitor Panel



To use the monitor panel in its full screen mode, first make sure that the panel’s status window is currently selected, then press Command-Spacebar to start the system. This causes the panel to zoom up and cover the entire monitor. ◆ HINT: If Command-Spacebar doesn’t work on your computer, check if you have the “SCSI Probe” control panel installed. If you do, open it, click the Options button, and change the “Mount key” from Command-Spacebar to some other key combination. Press any key to exit the system run mode, causing the panel to zoom back to its editing position. If you’ve activated the password feature of the panel, you must enter the password in order to exit the system run mode.



Using Multiple Monitors



If you have more than one monitor connected to your computer, the panel will zoom to the main monitor (the one with the menu bar). You can use the other monitors for other purposes (eg, to display device status windows). Clicking the mouse in a window that belongs to another application, the Finder, or the desktop may cause TRAX to exit its run mode even if the panel is password protected. This can be prevented by deselecting “Show Desktop when in background” in the General control panel.
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Button Item News



Button shape can be Rectangle, Oval or Beveled.



Beveled “3D” shaped buttons are available in addition to the rectangle and oval shapes described in the TRAX 3 handbook. A button can also have a sound, which is played when the button is pressed.



Click here to add a sound to the button (see “Sound” on page 169 in the TRAX 3 handbook for details).



Example of the beveled button shape (also available for sliders). When a button is assigned to a named state of a device (such as the “Play” or “Rewind” states of the transport mode of a tape device), you can choose “Momentary” on the “Action” pop-up menu in the button’s configuration dialog box. This allows you to make a button that springs back to its default state when released. This is particularly useful in conjunction with IR drivers, where you often need such momentary functions to, for example, increase or decrease the volume for as long as a button is held down. 26
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Displaying Live Video



The Frame item allows display of live video when using the “Apple Monitor” type of panel on a computer with a suitable video input.



The “Live Video” checkbox is only available if your computer and system software supports a video input.



Draw a Frame, double-click it and choose “Live Video”.



After choosing “Live Video” in the dialog box, click “Settings…” to adjust the video image. In particular, make sure you select the correct video standard (PAL/SECAM/NTSC). Finally, click the “Use Best Size” button if you want to make sure that the aspect ratio of the enclosing frame matches the video image. ◆ NOTE: This feature is only supported on Apple Macintosh computers with built-in video input. It may not work with third party video input cards. Live video can not be used on TOUCHLINK panels.
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Picture Item News



Using the “Color Picture Options”, you can choose between color fidelity or smoothness. In particular, when using pictures on TOUCHLINK panels, you may need to adjust this option to obtain the best possible picture display.



When choosing “Enhance Color Fidelity”, colors may appear to be closer to the original. However, the image may also look grainier.



Use these options to improve the looks of color pictures.



Display Item News
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Support for the AM/PM time format has been added to the display item. This is specified inside the configuration dialog box for the display item.



4 Locate



You can use the name of an expression instead of a numeric constant in these fields.
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CUES The Set/Fade, Locate and Trigger cues have been enhanced. These cues also support the use of named expressions. The Locate cue is enhanced with the ability to move forward or backward by a specified number of steps. You can use a named expression instead of a numeric constant in the “By Number” and “By Time” fields (see the example under “Creating a Numeric Keypad” on page 122).



Select “Forward” or “Reverse” to move in that direction by the specified number of steps.



◆ NOTE: In order to maintain compatibility with the PAX slide projector control unit, Forward and Reverse by a value greater than one can not be used with slide projectors. If you do, they will still advance only a single position. Chapter 4: Cues
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Set/Fade



Specifies the mode of the cue. You can use the name of an expression instead of a numeric constant in this field.
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The Set/Fade cue is enhanced with the ability to increase or decrease the level of a device by a specified amount. The various modes of the Set/Fade cue have been consolidated into the Mode pop-up menu. The new Scale Factor field allows you to adjust the overall level by a specified percentage. This is particularly useful when using the cue’s Multiple Faders mode. The scaling can also be performed dynamically by using a named expression.



Mode



Single Fader. Sets or fades the level of all assigned devices to the specified level. All devices will be set to the same level. Multiple Faders. Provides a separate fader for each device assigned to the cue (up to 32). You can use the Scale Factor to adjust the overall level, if desired. Increase by Level. Increases the levels of all devices assigned to the cue by the amount specified in the “Level” field. For example, assume you have three Lamp devices assigned to the cue, currently at 15, 25 and 35 percent brightness. If you the choose “Increase by Level”, and set Level to 10, the levels will be increased to 25, 35 and 45 percent. Levels will be clipped when they reach 100 percent. Decrease by level. Same as “Increase by Level”, but decreases the levels of the assigned devices instead. Stop Fading. Stops any fading or dissolve in progress on the assigned devices. This can be used as an alternative to fading to a specific percentage, for example to keep fading until a button is pressed. Resume Fading. Resumes a fading interrupted by a previous “Stop Fading” cue.



Scale Factor



When selected, the device levels set by the cue will be scaled by the percentage specified in the “Scale Factor” field. A value of 100 percent is equivalent to no scaling and a value of 0 percent is equivalent to setting the levels to zero. This field is particularly useful when using the “Multiple Faders” mode of the cue, as it allows you to adjust the overall look of, for example, a lighting scene, without adjusting each individual fader.
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Using the Scale Factor with a Named Expression



By specifying a name of an expression in the Scale Factor field instead of a numeric constant, you can make the behavior of the cue more dynamic since the value can then be derived from a device. This can be used, for example, to fade multiple lighting channels using a single fader on a panel or a single Level input device (eg, a MIDI continuous controller input). See “Fading Multiple Devices” on page 120 for an example.



Rate



Specifies the fade rate, in seconds. You can specify tenths of seconds for increased accuracy. Set this to 0 to set the level instantly.



Level



The level of the currently selected fader, as a percentage between 0 and 100. When using the “Single Fader” mode of the cue, this is the level to which all devices will be set/faded. Select “Live Edit” to see the levels of assigned devices change as you edit the cue. ◆ NOTE: Some devices support fractional percentages for extra precision.



Trigger
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The trigger cue has no new visible features. However, you can use the name of an expression in the “Device Specific Mode” value field, if desired. See the example under “Named Constants” on page 118.



5
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SCRIPTING Scripting adds an alternative way to control TRAX, in addition to the program’s graphical user interface and external control from devices such as AIRLINK and TOUCHLINK. Through scripting, you can control most aspects of TRAX, such as: • TRAX itself: Opening and saving show files, starting and stopping the task list, etc. • Timelines: Creating, deleting, positioning, starting, stopping, querying the configuration, status and contents. • Cues: Creating, performing, deleting, querying the settings. • Devices: Controlling their status either directly or by performing cues, querying device configuration and status.
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The scripting commands always originate from another program, called the client. The client sends a scripting command to TRAX, which performs it and returns any information requested to the client. Thus, TRAX acts as a server for the scripting client.



Client/Server



Client



Server



◆ NOTE: TRAX can only act as the server. It can not send scripting commands to itself, nor to other programs. The client program can run on the same computer as TRAX; on another computer connected via the network; or on an external device connected through a serial port. The scripting language remains the same in all these cases, allowing you to develop your script on one platform and deploy it on another. You can have multiple clients talking to one TRAX server at the same time. It is also possible to have multiple TRAX servers on the same network, each talking to its own set of devices.
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Scripting Options



To activate the scripting capabilities, open the Scripting Options dialog box by clicking the Scripting Options button in the Preferences dialog box.



The three checkboxes to the left allow you to activate the various scripting ports. Each scripting port represents a particular way by which scripting commands can be sent to TRAX. AppleScript



This is the standard way for MacOS applications to talk to each other. The client application can run either on the same computer or on another computer across a network. Better timing precision in: TRAX. When selected, TRAX will attempt to maintain the best possible timing precision, while still giving other applications on the same computer the opportunity to perform their functions whenever possible. However, due to the cooperative nature of the MacOS, TRAX has no control over how much time the processor spends attending to other applications. Consequently, the timing precision in TRAX may suffer.
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Better timing precision in: Other Applications. When selected, TRAX will yield extensively to other applications running on the same computer. This may improve the timing precision in those applications at the cost of even further reduced timing precision in TRAX. Serial Port



This option allows you to send scripting commands to TRAX through the computer’s Printer or Modem port. This is particularly useful when interfacing TRAX to other control systems, which may not support networking capabilities. Data Rate. Specifies the communication bit rate (sometimes referred to as “baudrate”) between TRAX and its client, in bits per second. Using higher data rates results in better timing precision and less overhead for the scripting client.



TCP/IP



When selected, clients can connect to TRAX via a network that uses the TCP/IP protocol, supported by virtualy all computers and operating systems. Most desktop MacOS computers come with built-in Ethernet capabilities both in hardware and software. Ethernet can also be added by means of expansion cards to most desktop models and portables.
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AppleScript



The AppleScript scripting port allows you to send commands to TRAX from other MacOS applications that provide this capability. Some applications provide extensive capabilities for creating, executing and debugging scripts, while others merely allow you to run a “canned” script. These are some examples of applications that can talk to TRAX using AppleScript: • Script Editor (Apple – included with MacOS). • HyperCard (Claris/Apple). • FileMaker Pro (Claris). • QuicKeys (CE Software). • Excel (Microsoft). • Frontier (UserLand) . • FaceSpan (Digital Technology International). The major advantages of AppleScript are: • It’s the standard method for MacOS applications to communicate with each other. • It allows you to run both the client and TRAX on the same computer. Running TRAX and the client application on the same computer will, in many cases, result in unacceptably slow performance of both TRAX and the client application. This is due to limitations in the multitasking capabilities of MacOS, as well as the slow performance of AppleScript itself. Thus, this is primarily useful for various “off line” purposes, such as:
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• Developing and debugging scripts, using Apple’s Script Editor or other similar application. • “Batch processing,” such as copying the text from all Note cues along a timeline into a word processor, or building timelines from a database or an EDL (edit decision list). You can improve the timing somewhat by running the client application on another computer via a network. In this case, most of the AppleScript overhead is handled by the client computer, and the performance of TRAX is greatly improved. Prerequisites



The basic software you need to use AppleScript is included with MacOS. Depending on which version of MacOS you use, it may be implemented by one or more system extensions, located in the Extensions folder: • AppleScript™ • AppleScriptLib • ObjectSupportLib To write and test scripts you’ll also need one of the following applications (or equivalent): • Script Editor (Apple – included free with MacOS). • ScriptWizard (Full Moon Software). • ScriptDebugger (Late Night Software). • Scripter (Main Event). While there’s some scripting documentation included with MacOS as well as
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the script editors mentioned above, you may want to obtain additional documentation, such as: • AppleScript Language Guide, English Dialect. Apple Computer/AddisonWesley, ISBN 0-201-40910-0, 1994, 80 pages. • The Tao of AppleScript, 2nd Edition, Derrick Schneider/Hayden Books, ISBN 1-56830-115-4, 1994, 387 pages. • AppleScript for Dummies, Tom Trinko/IDG Books, ISBN 1-56884-975-3, 1995, 396 pages. • Applied Mac Scripting, Tom Trinko/M&T Books, ISBN 1-55828-330-7, 1995, 877 pages. • Danny Goodman's AppleScript Handbook, Danny Goodman/Random House, ISBN 0-679-75806-2, 1994, 554 pages. Activating AppleScript



Although AppleScript is available in TRAX by default, TRAX normally disables AppleScript while running timelines or the task list. Thus, you may use many AppleScript functions without activating AppleScript. By explicitly activating AppleScript in the Scripting Options dialog box (page 35), you tell TRAX to listen for AppleScript commands even while running potentially time critical functions, such as timelines or the task list. The additional AppleScript options in the Scripting Options dialog box give you some degree of control over the trade-off between TRAX, AppleScript and other applications running on the same computer. ▼ IMPORTANT: Do not activate AppleScript if your presentation requires the best possible timing precision. The TCP/IP and Serial scripting ports don’t noticeably affect the timing precision of TRAX, however.
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Creating and Editing Scripts



The most straightforward way to create scripts is using Apple’s Script Editor. This application comes free with the MacOS system software. Please refer to the documentation included with the Script Editor, or any of the books mentioned on page 39, for full details on how to use AppleScript. While Apple’s Script Editor provides all the basic functions needed to create, run and debug scripts, you may prefer one of the other commercially available script editors/debuggers (see the list on page 38). These generally offer more features than Apple’s standard editor. Contact your Apple dealer to obtain these products.



Apple’s Script Editor.



If you have access to the Internet, another good source for information is http://www.scriptweb.com



Accessing the TRAX Scripting Dictionary



When creating scripts using Apple’s Script Editor, you basically deal with two entities: • System software and AppleScript specific constructs (including variables, control structures, etc). • Application specific constructs (ie, the various commands that can be sent to an application, the objects managed by that application and their properties). The documentation included with AppleScript and the books listed on page 39 mainly deal with the first of these points (although they sometimes also cover some popular applications, such as QuarkXpress or Microsoft Excel).
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The commands that deal with specific applications have to be more or less tailored to the application at hand. For example, TRAX deals with devices, cues and timelines where a spreadsheet deals with cells, figures and formulas. In order to help you script a particular application, Apple’s Script Editor (as well as the other scripting products mentioned on page 38) provide access to the scripting dictionary of that application. This acts as a quick reference to the commands, objects (sometimes called “elements”) and properties that can be accessed.



Scripting dictionary in TRAX, as seen from within Apple’s Script Editor.



To access the scripting dictionary of TRAX from Apple’s Script Editor, either drag the TRAX application icon onto the Script Editor’s icon in the finder, or choose “Open Dictionary” on the File menu inside the Script Editor. Other script editors provide similar functionality. Once you’ve learned AppleScript, you’ll find this quick reference handy in case you’ve forgotten some detail in the application’s scripting language.
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Testing and Debugging



AppleScript provides excellent tools to test and debug your scripts. As scripts are entered, the basic syntax is checked to conform to the AppleScript language itself as well as the TRAX dictionary. When you run your script, additional checking is performed both by AppleScript and by TRAX. If an error occurs, an error message is displayed and the offending line is highlighted.



While running the script, an Event Log window can be opened to show all commands sent to TRAX, as well as any replies or error messages. Other commercial alternatives to Apple’s Script Editor provide even more sophisticated debugging features, such as the ability to single-step scripts and display variables. All this makes AppleScript a good starting point for learning how to script TRAX. Remember that the scripting commands sent to TRAX remain the same regardless of whether they’re coming from AppleScript or through the TCP/IP or Serial ports. Thus, you can use AppleScript to write and debug your commands, and then simply copy/paste them into the desired context.
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Using AppleScript over a Network



Although TRAX has its own built-in network scripting capabilities (using the TCP/IP scripting port), it is also possible to use AppleScript via a network. In this case, you must activate AppleScript in the Scripting Options dialog box. You don’t need to activate the TCP/IP scripting port in order to use AppleScript over a network. ◆ NOTE: Running AppleScript over a network is only possible when the client computer runs MacOS and the client application supports AppleScript. The built-in TCP/IP scripting doesn’t have this limitation. Running the client on a separate computer results in better performance in TRAX. However, the overall speed of AppleScript itself remains more or less the same, so you won’t see any improvements in speed in the client software. When using AppleScript over a network, both computers must be on an AppleTalk network (eg, LocalTalk or Ethernet). AppleTalk must be configured for the network hardware being used. You must also activate Program Linking in the Sharing Setup control panel. Please refer to Apple’s documentation for full details on how to run AppleScript via a network.



The name of the computer on the network running TRAX.
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To run the script from the client computer over the network, you must also modify the script so it knows how to find TRAX. This is done by adding the name of the computer that runs TRAX as well as the zone of that computer on the network (not required if your network isn’t divided into zones). The name of the computer is specified in the Sharing Setup control panel. Capabilities Specific to AppleScript



As AppleScript is a system-wide scripting language, it can handle many functions not directly related to TRAX. This is different from the TCP/IP and Serial scripting ports, which are specific to TRAX, and only handle TRAX-related commands. AppleScript can talk to other scriptable MacOS applications, using the commands in their dictionaries. Often, these commands are similar in spirit and syntax to the TRAX commands, with the main difference being the kinds of objects on which they operate. For example, you can give the command “count the paragraphs” to a word processor, which is similar to how you tell TRAX to “count the devices”. In addition to such application-specific commands, AppleScript also has a rich set of built-in functions, operators, control structures and variables. All those are built into AppleScript itself, and are not handled by TRAX or other scriptable applications.
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For example, in the script below, only the two bolded commands are directly related to TRAX: tell application "Dataton TRAX" get the time of cue -1 of timeline "Main Show" as integer end tell copy the result to cueTime repeat with paraNum from 1 to 5 tell application "Scriptable Text Editor" get the text of paragraph paraNum of document "Story" end tell copy the result to cueText copy cueTime + 200 to cueTime tell application "Dataton TRAX" make new cue in timeline "Main Show" with properties ¬ {time:cueTime, contents:"Note; Text " & cueText} end tell end repeat The second line obtains the time of the last cue of the timeline named “Main Show” (note how you can index a cue from the end of a timeline using a negative number). The line beginning with “make new cue” creates a new cue on the same timeline. The other commands in this script are not related to TRAX, but handled by AppleScript or the “Scriptable Text Editor” (available from Apple as part of their scripting software). Looking through the example above, you can see how AppleScript is used to: • Get the time of the last cue on the timeline named “Main Show”. This command is directed to TRAX, as specified by the first line in the script. • Copy the result of the “get” command into an AppleScript variable named cueTime. Chapter 5: Scripting
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• Repeat all commands up until the matching “end repeat” five times. • Get the text of each paragraph in turn from the "Scriptable Text Editor" application, storing it into the variable named cueText. • Add 200 to the time in cueTime. Since the time was obtained from TRAX “as integer”, TRAX returned it in centiseconds (hundredths). Thus, by adding 200 to cueTime, you move it forward by 2 seconds. • Make a new cue at the time specified in the cueTime variable, with the note text specified in the cueText variable. (Although the “make” command is written on two lines, the “¬” character tells AppleScript to logically treat these as a single line.) This example uses a command to another application (the "Scriptable Text Editor") together with some variables and a repeat loop to add five new cues to a timeline in TRAX. TRAX only sees the two bolded commands beginning with “get the time…” and “make new cue…”. Furthermore, TRAX never sees the variables named “cueTime” and “cueText”, as these are replaced by their content before being sent to TRAX. The “&” operator following “Note; Text ” causes AppleScript to join that text with the contents of the cueText variable, making it appear as a single piece of text to TRAX . Scripting Other Applications
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Due to the slow performance of AppleScript, it is not suitable for control that requires precision timing. Instead, it excels in moving data from other applications into TRAX, or vice versa. This can be used to automate the creation of cues and timelines, or to extract information from TRAX for use in other applications.



When writing such scripts, you must be familiar not only with the scripting language in TRAX and AppleScript, but also with the scripting language of the other application. The dictionary built into all scriptable applications, as mentioned under “Accessing the TRAX Scripting Dictionary” on page 40, is often a good help here, once you’ve got a basic understanding of AppleScript. In some cases, additional information is provided in the program’s manual or in on-line documentation supplied with the program. Note that not all MacOS applications are scriptable. Some scriptable applications have only very rudimentary support for scripting, which can make it difficult, or sometimes impossible, to access the data you need. If you find that an application you need to interface isn’t scriptable, you may still be able to access the data by first transferring it into another, similar application with sufficient AppleScript support. For example, while Microsoft Word version 5 isn’t scriptable, version 6 is. So by upgrading to a newer version, you may sometimes be able to access your data. Likewise, most applications support export/import functions, which may allow data to be moved between applications even if they’re not from the same manufacturer.



Serial Port Scripting



You can use one of the serial ports on the computer running TRAX to send scripting commands to TRAX. These commands are sent as ASCII character strings, using the same language as for the AppleScript and TCP/IP scripting ports. Thus, it is often advantageous to use AppleScript to develop and test the commands, and then transfer them into the desired context. Once you’re familiar with the scripting language, you can of course type the commands straight into the client program.
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The primary advantages of the Serial scripting port are: • It can connect to virtually any computer or control system capable of transmitting characters through a serial port. • It is reasonably fast, particularly at higher data rates. • It has negligible impact on the timing precision of TRAX. A disadvantage compared to the AppleScript and TCP/IP scripting ports is that the Serial port is only point-to-point, meaning that there can only be a single client talking to a single TRAX server through its serial scripting port. Activating the Serial Port



To activate the serial scripting port, select the “Serial Port” checkbox in the Scripting Options dialog box, accessed through the “Scripting Options” button in the Preferences dialog box (see page 35). TRAX will then use the remaining free serial port to receive scripting commands. As one of the serial ports is typically used by TRAX to talk to SMARTPAX and other control units, you must make sure that the other serial port is available before you can use it for scripting commands. This may include turning off AppleTalk in the Chooser or disabling background communications programs (eg, fax programs, ARA, etc) using the Extension Manager. ◆ NOTE: It is not possible to use the Serial scripting port if “Both” is selected in the “Serial Port” section of the Preferences dialog box.



Specifying the Data Rate
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Choose the desired data rate on the pop-up menu next to the “Serial Port” checkbox (see page 35). For best performance, choose the highest rate your client device supports. The scripting port uses 1 stop bit and no parity. All commands and replies are sent as ASCII strings.



Serial Port Wiring



Macintosh computers use serial ports based on the RS-422 standard. This is a balanced signal, which typically makes it more reliable than the more common RS-232C. However, an RS-422 port can usually talk to an RS-232C port using the proper wiring. To connect a Macintosh serial port to another Macintosh computer, use an “ImageWriter Cable”. This has an 8-pin Mini-DIN connector at each end. To connect a Macintosh serial port to a PC, you can usually use a Macintosh modem cable and a null modem adaptor. Alternatively, make a cable wired as follows:
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Macintosh serial port wiring.
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